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I. INTRODUCTION
{1}             In the year 2000, the Government Advisory Committee (“GAC”) of the Internet Corporation for
Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) passed a set of principles that essentially claimed national
sovereignty over country code top-level domains (“ccTLD”s) such as .us, .ca, .uk and .au.[1]  Shortly
thereafter, ICANN redelegated several ccTLDs in accordance with new GAC principles.  Despite the outcry
accompanying the passage of these principles[2] and ICANN’s self-professed adherence thereto, the entire
exercise could easily be criticized as merely symbolic because of the overriding power of ICANN in the
operation of the Domain Name System (“DNS”).  Indeed, Stuart Lynn, ICANN’s current president, summed
up the lack of power that ccTLDs have within the governance structure of the Internet when he opined that
“ICANN could, in theory, recommend that a particular ccTLD be redelegated to a cooperating administrator. 
If the United States government accepted that recommendation, non-cooperating ccTLD administrators
would be replaced.”[3] 
{2}             As Lynn’s remarks suggest, ICANN’s power to redelegate domains is subject to the approval of the
United States government; in particular to the Department of Commerce (“DoC”).  The public face of the
DoC may be ICANN, but the DoC retains the ultimate power over domains.  The power of the DoC resides in
its control over the information that is contained in the A root name server, at the apex of the DNS, which
acts as an authority to the world’s internet users regarding which top-level domain (“TLD”) name servers are
authoritative for a particular TLD. 
{3}             The DoC has a strong enforcement power because it has a domain registrar’s or registrant’s virtual
life in its hands.  It has the power to enforce the decision by evicting anyone from his or her cyberspace
domain.  As Post quite aptly stated, “the domain name system . . . [is] the one place where enforceable
Internet policy can be promulgated without any of the messy enforcement and jurisdictional problems that
bedevil ordinary law-making exercises on the Net.”[4]  Put another way, the hierarchical architecture of the
DNS is sufficient to endow those who control the A root with the power to make and enforce law and policy
regarding domain names.  Equally troubling, the control over the A root also invites economic, political, and
social pressures that inevitably force ICANN to go beyond its delegated powers of technical management of
the system to include derivative powers.[5]  Such derivative powers may be applied to areas considered to be
those reserved to national sovereigns, including matters of registry regulation, name policy, electronic
surveillance, national defense, and critical infrastructure.
{4}             Despite a few early demands that the U.S. withdraw from control of the DNS, and the later emands
and claims of GAC, curiously, none of the individual 243 countries with delegated ccTLDs have complained
forcefully about the lack of sovereignty over their own ccTLD, nor of any of the general policy implications. 
This lapse is peculiar since nations desperately guard sovereignty over their physical domains against
advancing globalization.  Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi, for example, in his speech to the Italian
parliament, reassured the nation as well as the European Union (“EU”), of Italy’s solid commitment to the
EU.  He made it clear, however, that “[n]obody, I repeat nobody, can think they can put us under their control
or worse still treat us as a subject with limited sovereignty.”[6]
{5}             ICANN originated in part from the recognition of the globalization of the Internet as a
communications network. Because of the increasingly global scale of the Internet, the U.S. Government
desired to rid itself of the task of operating the DNS and also wanted to obtain international input into the
technical management of the DNS. At the same time, it wanted to maintain control over critical DNS policies
through a reservation of control of the A root.  The solution that was arrived at was to privatize the
management of the DNS by placing management in ICANN, a private California, non-profit corporation, but
controlling ICANN through a contract with the U.S. DoC.
{6}             Thus, from its inception, ICANN was intended to preclude the participation of “national governments
acting as sovereigns. . . [or] intergovernmental organizations acting as representative of governments.”[7] 
Yet, the formation of ICANN to manage the DNS appeared to be tempered by the United States’ recognition
of the need for its sovereignty over the DNS due to its perceived implications for critical United States
national policy. Thus, while there was an intention to “internationalize” the technical management of the
DNS, the United States’ concern for its sovereign control over the DNS precluded sharing control of the A
root with other sovereigns, allowing it to become a means of exerting extraterritorial influence over foreign
nations.
{7}             As Barber has pointed out, one aspect of globalization – privatization – has had the effect of placing
transnational organizations outside the regulatory environment of the nation state.[8]  On his view, such
organizations are rogue institutions operating in an anarchic realm devoid of significant regulation,
unprepared to enter into a form of international civil society.[9]  Similarly, ICANN has been placed in the
curious position that its conduct is too tightly controlled by the DoC, on the one hand, and not accountable to
nation states and the U.S. public on the other.  In this latter regard, ICANN’s actions have been roundly
criticized as unfair,[10] anticompetitive[11] and its status as a private entity illegitimate.[12]
{8}             The source of control over ICANN is control over the A root. Thus, the ultimate problem with DNS,
on our account, is precisely that the United States has never shared control over the A root with national
sovereigns.  Its influence over the A root server system and ICANN is too strong and the influence over the
DNS by other nations is too weak. One aspect of this paper is to apply a political solution - analogous to the
political solution to the problem of globalization - to the management of the DNS. The political solution is to
recognize a nation’s sovereignty over its ccTLD and to provide an international regulatory framework within
which nations can recognize other national ccTLDs and develop related policies in a multilateral
environment. A second aspect of the paper is to mirror the political solution in computer architecture.
Consequently, we provide a technological solution whereby such (peer-to-peer) name coordination occurs. 
Such sharing of control of the DNS will increase the global stability in the DNS and related policies and
assist in internationalizing democratic values through a multilateral approach to coordinating the DNS rather
than a unilateral approach.
{9}             While it is possible to overstate the risks associated with foreign control over country domains, the
existing system highlights a tension between national interests and the existence of a network architecture
which is currently beyond the ability of national governments - other than the U.S. - to control.  The foreign
control of the A root exerts subtle pressures on nations, other than the United States, and reveals the dangers
of letting technology drive policy rather than the converse.  Yet nations appear, on the whole, to be content to
let the technology of the DNS influence domestic law and policies. The fundamental aim of this paper, then,
is to describe a political solution to DNS management and outline a new DNS architecture that meets the
political needs of sovereign countries to make and enforce domestic laws and policies.
{10}         This paper will briefly introduce DNS and also introduce the problem of United States control over
the DNS.  Next, it will describe the risks associated with a system where national domains are controlled by a
foreign authority: namely, diminished sovereignty and a consequent lack of local control over name policy,
registry affairs, e-commerce, national defense, and critical infrastructure.  Finally, it suggests both a political
and a technical solution that makes each country an authority over its own ccTLD and allows the countries to
operate as a peer with other countries.      
II. THE DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM
{11}         The existing naming scheme is hierarchical.  Internet address names consist of alphanumeric strings
separated by a dot (•), e.g., law.richmond.edu, and are read from left (the lower level of the domain) to right
(the higher level of the domain).  Theoretically, there is a highest-level domain at the apex of the domain
name space, the “root domain,” which is usually left unnamed, under which all domains fall.
{12}         There are 258 top-level domains, which are the highest level of named domains, i.e., the part of the
address to the extreme right.  There are three types of TLDs.  One is the generic TLD (gTLD)[13] such as
.com, .org, .net, and .mil.  The second one is the country code TLD ("ccTLD")[14] such as .ca (Canada), .de
(Germany), .uk (United Kingdom), .tv (Tivoli), .ch (Switzerland), .au (Australia), and .jp (Japan).  Finally,
there is one infrastructure TLD ("iTLD")[15] called .arpa.   ccTLDs are perceived as being connected to a
specific territory or country whereas gTLDs are global and generally not associated with any territory or
country.  The iTLD is the Address and Routing Parameter Area domain and is used solely for Internet
infrastructure purposes; therefore, it does not affect or concern the normal user in any way.
{13}         While the architecture of the DNS is becoming common knowledge, a brief review is helpful as
background to our main thesis.[16]  Each computer located on the Internet is assigned an Internet Protocol
(“IP”) address for data packet delivery.  Many computers, or hosts, that are connected to the Internet are also
assigned an alphanumeric name such as “icann.org.”  This name, however, is not required by the network
software, but is used for human mnemonic convenience and to provide for stability of services, such as e-
mail, when there is a change of host.  To the network, however, “icann.org” is meaningless until it is
translated into a numerical IP address.  Name resolution is carried out by the DNS, a distributed naming
system comprised of a huge list of computer names and their corresponding numerical IP addresses. 
{14}         When a domain name is entered into the location box of an Internet browser, a local DNS resolver, a
small piece of client software, first contacts a name server close to the Internet surfer to determine the
website’s IP address.  Generally, the local ISP name server is able to supply the IP address associated with the
domain name.  If the local DNS server does not contain the needed information, then it will forward the
request to the A root name server controlled by ICANN.  This A root name server contains the IP address of
all the authoritative name servers for TLDs in a file, the A root zone file.  This A root name server will return
the information about the location of the authoritative name server for the requested domain name.
{15}         In fact, there is no single unique root name server.  There are thirteen root name servers (which are
assigned letters from A–M).[17]  Only one of them, the so-called A root, contains the “original” root zone
file.  The A root, the primary server, resolves queries by referring the inquiring computers to the Internet
address of the computer that has the authoritative list of the registered domain names in the relevant TLD. 
This single root zone file is made available to the twelve other root servers, the secondary root servers.  Nine
of the secondary servers are also physically located in the U.S., seven of which are owned by the United
States government.  The three remaining secondary servers, the only ones outside of the United States, are
located in the United Kingdom, Japan, and Sweden.[18]
{16}         The sharing of control over the A root suggested in this paper would amount to “splitting” the root in
the sense of defying the authority of the A root.  In the past, there were concerns that secondary root servers
could split, endangering internet stability. It has been argued, however, that, as long as the United States
government retains control of the A root, the probability that any of the other secondary root servers would
choose to split, i.e., that they would no longer regard the A root as authoritative, is very remote.[19]  The
reasons proffered are as follows.  First, as discussed above, eight of the legacy root servers (including the A
root) are owned by the United States government and two more are within United States’ territory. Only three
root servers are outside the United States’ jurisdiction.  Second, the key people involved in Internet
management have an aversion to a split root, and as such there is no significantly powerful push for splitting
the root.  Third, it has been said that “the ur-lord of the DNS, the late Jon Postel (the “father” of the Internet),
apparently unsuccessfully tried to redirect the root from the ‘A’ server and was intimidated into withdrawing
the attempt.  If Postel could not do it, it is unlikely that others could today.”[20]  Nevertheless, we propose a
method whereby control over the ccTLDs is shared amongst nations.
III. DoC’s CONTRACTUAL CONTROL OF ICANN
{17}         DoC controls ICANN through a contractual framework underpinned by the DoC control of the A root
domain server.  DoC control of the A root came about because the U.S. government traditionally controlled
the DNS as a private service and funded its creation and operation.  However, in a directive entitled “A
Framework for Global Electronic Commerce,” the Clinton administration proposed a process that would lead
to the “privatization” of the DNS.[21]  The directive focused upon the commercial value of the Internet and
set forth principles to guide government support for the development of e-commerce.  In June of 1998, the
U.S. issued the famous DNS White Paper entitled “Management of Internet Names and Addresses.”[22]  The
DNS White Paper suggested the delegation of DNS supervision to a private entity identified in the paper as
“NewCo."[23]  
{18}         Fortuitously, a new corporation, ICANN, was soon incorporated and the U.S. duly recognized it as
the “NewCo” described in the DNS White Paper.  The contractual framework of the relationship between
ICANN and DoC is based upon four contractual pillars:[24]  (1) the contract between DoC and ICANN and
DoC and NSI/VeriSign requiring NSI/Verisign to obtain written approval from DoC before modifying the A
root;[25] (2) the Memorandum of Understanding between DoC and ICANN providing that ICANN manages
the DNS on an experimental basis, that DoC retains ultimate oversight over the DNS, and that both entities
shall cooperate;[26] (3) a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (“CRADA”);[27] (4) an
unusual no-cost, no-bid ‘procurement’ contract for the ‘IANA [Internet Assigned Numbers Authority]
function.’[28]  In addition to the contractual framework, ICANN will only be able to operate the DNS as long
as DoC recognizes it as the “NewCo” described in the DNS White Paper. 
{19}         In regard to the Memorandum of Understanding, the original and all subsequent extensions provide
for DoC’s power to terminate the agreement on 120 days notice.  Also, the major contracts between DoC and
ICANN require annual or semi-annual renewals, and as such DoC has the power to pressure ICANN into
submission by threatening transfer of powers to another body. [29]
IV. NATIONAL GOVERNMENTS’ ROLE IN THE DNS
{20}         Technically, the ccTLDs are subdomains of the “root domain” created by the U.S. government and
“contained” in the root zone file.  Despite the U.S. reservation of technical control over the A root, the U.S.
government states that “[n]ational governments now have, and will continue to have, authority to manage or
establish policy for their own ccTLDs,”[30] thereby attempting to downplay the influence that the U.S. may
indirectly have over the policies of nations foreign to the U.S.  At the same time, the U.S. maintained that
national governments and intergovernmental organizations should not directly manage Internet names and
addresses.[31]  On this account, ICANN was intended to be a purely technical coordinating body, whereas
national governments would continue to control national policies.
{21}         In spite of the fact that ccTLDs are subdomains of the root domain, countries are increasingly
associating their ccTLD with their respective country.  Certain ccTLD registries, such as Canada and the
U.S., require a domestic presence for a registrant to obtain a ccTLD, thereby creating an association between
the country and the registrant.  Not surprisingly, a recent report prepared for the Canadian Registry for the .ca
ccTLD (“CIRA”), concluded that positive attitudes toward and preferences for dot-ca generally lie in its great
emotional and patriotic appeal as the domain “by and for Canadians.”[32]  As such, marketing and branding
initiatives for the dot-ca domain should largely play on the emotional and patriotic appeal of the dot-ca
domain.[33]
{22}         According to a recent survey by Market Research commissioned by CIRA 75% of Canadians believe
.ca means Canada, 73% attribute .ca websites to Canadian organizations and companies, and 90% believe it is
important to have the .ca domain as a resource for Canadians.[34]  Some countries and registries view their
ccTLD as a national resource, comparable to the treatment of the electromagnetic spectrum in broadcasting.
For example, Canada described its .ca as “a key public resource, helping to promote the development of
electronic commerce in Canada and important to our country's future social and economic development."[35] 
The .us registry called its ccTLD a “national resource.”[36]  The Commission of the European Union in its
Working Paper regarding the creation of the .eu TLD suggests that the EU requires “ownership” of the TLD
in order to exercise its overseeing powers over the domain.[37]
{23}         Some countries have claimed that they are national authorities over their ccTLDs.  For example, the
EU noted that it appears to be the competent ‘public authority’ for the purposes of the .eu TLD, and should be
recognised as such by ICANN.[38]  Australia confirmed its authority over .au during the redelegation of .au,
when it said that “as a last resort the Australian Government could invoke legislation relating to the self-
regulation of the domain name system.”[39] South Africa took a sweeping step in affirming control over its
own .za ccTLD when it promulgated its Electronic Communications and Transactions Bill[40] on March 1,
2002.  Chapter X of the Bill in essence de-privatized the ccTLD and established a juristic person, the .za
domain authority.[41]  In the United Kingdom, Nominet UK, a private body with no initial government
involvement, attracted government interest as early as 2000. Since then, “Nominet has been in regular contact
with UK Government departments, who increasingly recognise the Domain Name System as a critical part of
the countries commercial infrastructure.”[42] 
{24}         Concerns over national sovereignty culminated in the issuance of a communiqué by GAC
establishing principles of delegation and redelegation of ccTLDs.[43] These principles established a set of
correspondence that must occur in order for a valid redelegation to take place. In its communiqué, “[t]he
GAC also reaffirmed that the delegation of a ccTLD Registry is subject to the ultimate authority of the
relevant public authority or government.  The GAC discussed the development of best practices for the
administration of ccTLDs and agreed to continue this discussion.”[44] In the earlier ICP-1, the role of
national government had been less influential than that accorded by GAC in the delegation and redelegation
process: “The desires of the government of a country with regard to delegation of a ccTLD are taken very
seriously. The IANA will make them a major consideration in any TLD delegation/transfer discussions.”[45]
{25}         Despite the criticisms that have been leveled at ICANN regarding its management of the DNS, there
has been little critical comment on the U.S. DoC control over the A root server system. While Stuart Lynn’s
President's Report: ICANN – The Case for Reform noted that “if ICANN comes to be seen . . . as simply a
tool of the US Government, it will no longer have any hope of accomplishing its original mission,” [46] this
point has not spurred any widely agreed-upon solution. Neither the Blueprint for Reform,[47] The Heathrow
Declaration,[48] the New.net Proposal[49] nor John Perry Barlow’s Accra Manifesto,[50] substantially
criticize the U.S. stronghold over the A root nor the hierarchical architecture which undergirds such control. 
Moreover, Barlow, the author of the well-known Declaration of the Independence of Cyberspace,[51] affirms
conventional wisdom that the current control structure of the root servers should remain intact.  Barlow
remarks in his proposal that “[t]he current structure of the root servers . . . has the servers distributed between
government, commercial, academic, and non-profit organizations distributed around the world.  Such a
structure is highly resistant to capture and leads to the robustness and diversity of the Internet.”[52]  While
the Accra Manifesto suggests that the physical location of the A root should be taken out of the U.S., the EU
has more recently gone further, suggesting that the U.S. government should remove itself from the control
over the DNS A root and place it in ICANN’s, GAC’s or another international body’s hands.[53] 
{26}         Past and recent developments in the U.S. indicate that the U.S. does not have any intention of giving
up control over the A root. Last year’s terrorist attacks on the U.S. have increased its recalcitrant refusal to
share control of the A root. Andy Müller-Maguhn, Europe's representative of ICANN, is reported to have
said:
It might be that after the Sept. 11 attacks, the U.S. government is not behaving as if it would
give any kind of control away. It doesn't look like it at least to me, to be honest, not all.  If the
United States government never plans to give authority over the [A] root zone files to ICANN.
. . . then the issue might be raised . . . if it's just the simulation of an institution where the real
power is the United States government.[54]
{27}         Carl Auerbach, an ICANN director, seems to agree with Müller-Maguhn.[55]  Both refer to remarks
made by Nancy Victory, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Telecommunications and Information as
evidence of this recalcitrance, stating that, “[r]egarding the A Root server, the Department of Commerce has
no plans to transfer policy control . . . [W]hen the necessary technical capacity is in place, the department
may enter into a management agreement or other legal arrangement with ICANN for operation of the A Root
server.”[56]      
V. THE POWERS OF ICANN AND THE U.S. GOVERNMENT OVER CCTLDs
{28}         The power of the U.S. government over ccTLDs stems from the fact that, historically, the DNS was a
service of a private network controlled by the U.S. Department of Defense.  Despite the “privatization” of the
network, a vestige of this control remains in the U.S control over the A root.  Even during the period of the
U.S. Green Paper[57] and DNS White Paper,[58] the EU, Australia, Canada and others warned that U.S.
control over the DNS risked even greater foreign dependency on the U.S. market.[59] 
{29}         Canada, among others, had associated “privatization” with a divestment of U.S. government authority
over the DNS functions.
It is clearly not enough for the U.S. government to ensure merely that it has "privatized" the
DNS -- i.e. divested U.S. government agencies of control of DNS functions and placed control
in the hands of a "private sector" group. The White Paper itself set a higher standard than this,
and such bare-bones privatization will certainly not meet the needs of most end-user groups or
of the international community . . . Regardless of the particular features of the proposals being
debated, the corporate model finally agreed to by the U.S. government should conform to
widely supported principles of accountability and transparency.[60]
{30}         The United States government in the White Paper responded as follows to the criticisms from the EU
and Australia in particular:
The U.S. Government believes that the Internet is a global medium and that its technical
management should fully reflect the global diversity of Internet users. We recognize the need for
and fully support mechanisms that would ensure international input into the management of the
domain name system. In withdrawing the U.S. Government from DNS management and
promoting the establishment of a new, non-governmental entity to manage Internet names and
addresses, a key U.S. Government objective has been to ensure that the increasingly global
Internet user community has a voice in decisions affecting the Internet's technical management.
[61]
{31}         Regardless of the fact that ICANN has directors from diverse geographical areas, the international
makeup of ICANN remains more apparent than real.  National governments are not members of ICANN, and
the GAC is solely an advisory group which ICANN may ignore at its pleasure.  More importantly, the U.S.
retains the power to control the DNS, and retains derivative powers to influence policy and impose
obligations and conditions on registries, registrars and domain name registrants.  These powers are described
below.
A. Contractual Powers
{32}         ccTLDs were delegated originally by Jon Postel without the benefit of any formal written agreement. 
However, ICANN is attempting to remedy the lack of a contractual arrangement between ICANN and the
various ccTLDs by pressuring ccTLDs to enter into a formal contractual relationship.[62]    This contract-
based scheme is already becoming the standard method of governing relations between TLD registrars and
registries.[63]  Until recently, none of the ccTLD registries had been able to arrive at a mutually acceptable
agreement with ICANN.  However, on October 25, 2001, Australia’s auDA became the first to sign a ccTLD
sponsorship agreement.[64]  Soon thereafter, on February 27, 2002, Japan’s JPRS became the second country
domain name registry to sign the contract with ICANN.[65]  Following that, Barundi and Malawi each signed
a Memorandum of Understanding with ICANN under which a ccTLD registry has many of the same
obligations as it would under a sponsorship agreement. The sponsorship agreements specify, among other
things, that each of the sponsoring organizations contribute financially to “ICANN's cost of operation in
accordance with an equitable scale, based on ICANN's total funding requirements (including reserves),
developed by ICANN on the basis of consensus . . . .”[66]
{33}         Article 6.2 of the sponsorship agreements sets out when ICANN and the sponsoring authority can
terminate the agreement.[67]  ICANN can unilaterally terminate the agreement if there is a material breach of
the contract, or if arbitration shows that the sponsoring organization is in violation of the agreement.[68] 
Article 6.3 sets out the effect of termination: upon termination, ICANN must, with coordination of the
government authority, notify the sponsoring organization of the successor.[69]   
{34}         Most countries have not signed an agreement with ICANN due to differences of opinion in regard to
adequacy of payments, equality in decision-making, representation within the ICANN structure, and various
other matters.[70] This, of course, raises the following question: why were the registries of Australia, Japan,
Barundi and Malawi the sole registries to sign an agreement with ICANN?  The answer can be found in
ICANN’s power to redelegate ccTLDs, thereby deciding their identity.  The implicit threat of redelegation
appears to be sufficient to cause a registry to submit to ICANN’s contractual demands and, at the very least,
to give ICANN a large bargaining advantage in deciding the terms of an agreement.   
B. Redelegation Powers
1. The Case of the Redelegation of .au, .jp, .bi and .mw
{35}         The source of ICANN’s power over registrars is its ability to “recommend [to DoC] that a particular
ccTLD be redelegated to a cooperating administrator.”[71] As already mentioned above, Australia, Japan,
Barundi and Malawi are the only countries whose registries have signed a contract with ICANN.  In those
cases, ICANN appears to use requests for redelegation as leverage to force the proposed new registry to sign
a contract in order for it to be delegated authority over the domain. This bargaining device dates back to
September 25, 2000, when the ICANN board passed a resolution requiring an agreement prior to delegation
of additional ccTLDs.  The resolution says at 00.75:
It is further RESOLVED [00.75] that in view of the state of ongoing discussions directed
toward reaching stable and appropriate agreements between ICANN and the ccTLD
organizations, delegation of additional ccTLDs should be finalized only upon achievement of
stable and appropriate agreements between ICANN and the ccTLD organization, in a form
approved by the Board.[72]
{36}         Although this resolution concerns the creation of additional ccTLDs, it is possible that this policy
was applied by ICANN to redelegations as well.[73]  On this view, each of the registries of Australia, Japan,
Malawi and Barundi signed an agreement with ICANN because it was a condition precedent to becoming a
ccTLD registry.   In the case of the redelegation of .au,[74]  ICANN disregarded its own policies contained in
RFC 1591[75] and the  ICP-1,[76] but followed the GAC Principles.[77]  On the other hand, Pitcairn Island
(redelegation on February 11, 2000) and Palestine (delegation on March 22, 2000) redelegations occurred
prior to the passing of the resolution, and therefore did not require a sponsorship agreement.
{37}         However, this explanation does not explain why Canada (redelegated on December 1, 2000) and the
United States (redelegated on November 19, 2001) did not sign a sponsorship agreement.  In regard to
Canada, the answer seems to be that ICANN simply accepted the word of CIRA, the Canadian Internet
Registration Authority, that it was willing to execute a formal agreement either before or soon after the
redelegation as sufficient.  As the “IANA Report on Request for Redelegation of the .ca Top-Level Domain”
explains, “CIRA expressed its willingness to enter into a formal, legally binding agreement with
ICANN.”[78]  In light of this commitment, IANA’s evaluation of the request was, “CIRA, for its part, has not
only entered into the Umbrella Agreement with the Government of Canada but has also committed to enter
into an agreement with ICANN providing for operation of the .ca ccTLD in a manner that facilitates
ICANN's performance of its global coordination responsibilities.”[79]
2. The Case of the .us Redelegation and the Power of the DoC
{38}         Perhaps, the most interesting example of the use of the power to redelegate (without any regard to
ICANN policies and procedures which other ccTLDs are meticulously forced to follow)[80] is the
redelegation of the .us, in that it reveals that the technological control of DoC allows it to influence policy. 
This transfer was apparently forced upon the existing .us registry, Verisign, and was done without regard for
ICANN’s policy that required mutual agreement between the old and new registries.  Indeed, it was
completed “before the completion of the normal IANA requirements [of a formal written agreement].”[81] 
While the earlier hostile redelegation of .au was done with ICANN’s full approval, the redelegation of .us
was not.  The official, but obscure, explanation can be found in the only existing communication, an
announcement from ICANN about the redelegation. It reads:  “[t]he United States Government informed
ICANN on 16 November 2001 that, because of complexities of U.S. procurement laws, it was not able to
extend the existing arrangements with VeriSign nor complete the necessary three-way set of communications
among itself, ICANN, and NeuStar.”[82]
{39}         ICANN admits that if it had not accepted the request from the U.S., it would have, “[created] a
situation where the event would have occurred regardless but there would be inconsistent data in the IANA
database.”[83]  The event was the technical redelegation of the authoritative .us name servers. In other words,
ICANN had no power to stop the U.S. from changing the data in the A root, technically redelegating the .us
domain, so ICANN was forced to change the legal delegee of authority to concur with the change of
information in the A root.  Indeed, given ICANN's primary mission focus on technical stability, which
requires such consistency, ICANN had to comply with U.S. wishes.[84]  ICANN can redelegate against the
wishes of .au, but the U.S. can redelegate even against the wishes of ICANN.
C. Power to Create and Destroy ccTLDs
{40}         The control over the A root provides the power to create or destroy ccTLDs and implies that no
country or union of countries can unilaterally force inclusion in the A root.  In this area, ICANN has
purported to maintain a separation between technical operation and policy by deferring to the ISO 3166-1
country code list.  Because IANA cannot assess whether or not particular areas are “countries,” the policy set
forth in ICP-1 for delegation matters has been to simply refer to the ISO 3166-1 list as an independent and
authoritative source of two-letter abbreviations for countries and areas.[85]  Therefore, almost all of the
ccTLDs are derived from the official ISO standard.  Five ccTLDs, however, have been created by ICANN
which are not based on the official ISO list, but which can be found on the ISO country code reserve list.[86]
{41}         An example of an uncontentious ccTLD removal is the Zaire (.zr) ccTLD.  When Zaire changed its
name to Democratic Republic of the Congo, ISO removed the .zr code and changed it to .cd, and because of
that, ICANN followed suit.  While a change of name may not be controversial, the threatened removal of .su,
the ccTLD of the former Soviet Union, has provoked controversy.[87] Curiously, while the Soviet Union
dissolved, the “virtual Soviet Union” did not concurrently cease to exist and its fate is now in the hands of the
U.S.  The converse power of ICANN, to create ccTLDs, has been displayed when it created the .ps ccTLD
for Palestine.[88]  A more contentious example of the creation of a domain, the .eu, will be discussed in more
detail in the next section. The .eu example reveals that ICANN is willing and able to use its bargaining
powers to force country domains to adhere to ICANN-imposed contractual terms.
1. The EU Example
{42}         In 1999, the EU announced its plan to introduce a new ccTLD -- .eu.  Then, on February 2, 2000, the
Commission issued a Working Paper[89] discussing the creation of a .eu registry.  On July 6, 2001, after
“Communications” and other formal EU correspondences between the various bodies, the Commission
issued a letter to ICANN, reiterating its interest in the .eu domain.[90]  Since the .eu code did not currently
appear in the ISO 3166-1 table that is referenced in the ICANN ICP-1 policy document on country code
delegations, the creation of .eu required a policy action by the ICANN Board.[91] After negotiations and
meetings, on September 25, 2000, the ICANN board passed a complex resolution essentially approving the
delegation of .eu.[92]   
{43}         On December 12, 2000, the Commission proposed a regulation, to be adopted by the European
Parliament and the Council, which would provide a legal basis for the creation of the .eu registry.[93] 
Finally, on March 25, 2002, the regulation was adopted and the EU was ready for the creation of its virtual
existence in the form of a .eu domain.[94]  In response to the proposed regulation, Louis Touton of ICANN
declared,  “[a]ny inclusion of (dot-eu) in the root zone would require a contract between ICANN and the
operator of the registry.”[95]  This ‘requirement,’ as already discussed above, is derived from Resolution
00.75, dated September 25, 2000.[96]  Therefore, the EU can regulate, direct, and create as much as it wants,
but ICANN can delay the “creation” of .eu in perpetuity and thereby pressure the EU into a sponsorship
agreement pursuant to ICANN specifications.[97] 
{44}         In light of these powers and the unwillingness to give up any control over ccTLDs, the following
question arises: what are the associated risks that come with a U.S.-controlled DNS?  They include loss of
sovereignty over policies relating to domain registry regulation, name policy, privacy, electronic surveillance,
national security and critical infrastructure.
VI. RISKS FROM FOREIGN CONTROL OF THE ROOT
A.  Loss of ccTLDs’ Sovereignty
{45}         The power of ICANN to threaten a ccTLD with potential redelegation or annihilation provides
ICANN with a mechanism to ensure ccTLD compliance with ICANN policies and to force the adoption of
ICANN-friendly contractual terms and conditions.  These contractual terms and conditions can mandate or
influence the types of policies that will be created and enforced by the ccTLD.  Thus, to the extent that
ccTLD policies impinge on domestic policy, they also diminish the sovereignty of nations to adopt laws
independently of ICANN.  The current Model ccTLD sponsorship agreement provides that a ccTLD must
conform to ICANN policies where they concern “the interoperability of the Delegated ccTLD with other
parts of the DNS and Internet; technical operational capabilities and technical performance of the ccTLD
operator; and the obtaining and maintenance of, and public access to, accurate and up-to-date contact
information for domain name registrants.”[98]  Interpreted broadly, “interoperability” and “technical
operations capabilities” could impose subtle effects on the regulation of registries, name policy, privacy,
critical infrastructure, and national defense in countries foreign to the United States.   
B.  Registry Regulation
{46}         The ability of ICANN to attach conditions to the use of names enables it to control the supply of
domain names.  ICANN can effectively decide the identity of registries.  Generally speaking, foreign nations
have simply accepted the United States government’s delegation of registry functions to private entities,
rather than governments or governmental agencies, without extensive review.  This is due, in part, to the
recognition that foreign governments have no power to delegate registry functions to themselves, but require
the blessing of ICANN.  An additional risk is that ICANN will impose terms on the registrars that are not in
the national interest of the country associated with the ccTLD.  It could also extend its regulatory functions
into areas pertaining to relations between registrars and registries, consumer complaints and mergers of
registries, further extending its reach into the domestic affairs of foreign nations.[99]
C.  Name Policy
{47}         The technological control over the A root has enabled ICANN to embark on a program to enlarge
rights exceeding those that formerly existed for names.  For gTLDs, this occurs directly through the Uniform
Dispute Resolution Procedure, which has been viewed as systemically biased toward complainants and
trademark interests.[100] On Mueller’s view, the problem with this trend is that it is inconsistent with the
function of the DNS.[101]  Whatever the merits of such criticism, there is the difficulty that national
governments no longer have control over domain name policy independently of ICANN. 
{48}         An example of this phenomenon is the fact that United States trademark law is now, in certain cases,
applicable to gTLD domain name registrations throughout the world.[102]  A United States court has ruled
that it will have in rem jurisdiction over a domain name when the applicable registry is located in its
jurisdiction, and the registrant is unidentifiable or in personam jurisdiction is unavailable, regardless of the
fact that the registrar and both disputants are located in a foreign country.[103]  Remarkably, the court
maintained that one factor for asserting jurisdiction was that the “[p]laintiff may not be able to assert the
same rights in Canada, which lacks a body of law equivalent to the ACPA and whose enforcement of its
trademark laws cannot extend into the United States.”[104]  Thus, regardless of whether a registrant has
violated trademark law in its domestic jurisdiction, it can now seek the aid of United States courts to apply
United States law.  United States interests may eventually push for United States trademark law to apply to
ccTLDs as well.
D.  Electronic Surveillance & Information Transfer
{49}         The ability of someone to engage in anonymous transactions on the Internet has been one of its
central appeals, as well as a source of its problems.  Recently, a bill was introduced in the United States
Congress to provide criminal penalties for providing false information when registering a domain name on
the Internet.[105]  Ensuring the accuracy of registrant information is considered to be necessary, among other
reasons, in order to assist law enforcement with the timely investigation and prosecution of illegal activity.
[106] Such activity could extend to enforcing laws regarding Internet taxation and copyright infringement.
{50}         However, the United States approach may not be the favored approach of other countries that may
differ with respect to their views on privacy, surveillance, anonymity policies, and laws, as well as their
relation to the need for registrant information in the investigation, prosecution, and enforcement of illegal
activities.  Control over the A root implies, however, that ICANN can force ccTLDs to ensure that their
registration data is accurate and current, and that ICANN has access to such information.  In fact, ICANN’s
Model ccTLD sponsorship agreement already provides that:
[t]he Sponsoring Organization shall ensure that the zone file and accurate and up-to-date
registration data for the Delegated ccTLD is continuously available to ICANN, in a manner
which ICANN may from time to time reasonably specify, for purposes of verifying and
ensuring the operational stability of the Delegated ccTLD only.[107]
{51}         Such an approach may conflict with certain national privacy laws prohibiting transfer of information
across borders into states which do not have privacy legislation that the nation of the transferor considers
adequate, unless there is an adequate exemption.
E. National Security
{52}         The importance of the Internet as a critical infrastructure has become common knowledge.  Former
United States President Bill Clinton noted: “The United States possesses both the world’s strongest military
and its largest national economy. . . Those two aspects of our power are mutually reinforcing and dependent.
They are also increasingly reliant upon certain critical infrastructures and upon cyberbased information
systems.”[108]  “In addition to ‘traditional’ weapons of mass destruction, new forms of Strategic Information
Warfare (SIW) will be developed and perhaps used as a new form of offensive warfare. SIW involves cyber-
attacks against major national command systems and military-related operating systems.”[109]
{53}         It is often pointed out that since both civilian and military infrastructure in many nations are
becoming increasingly dependent on the existence of the Internet, the ability to disrupt an enemy’s
communication might be a strategic asset.[110]  From the point of view of military reasoning, cyberspace is a
new battle space to which military principles apply on par with land, sea and aerospace.[111]  The principle
of full spectrum dominance is said to apply to cyberspace.  “The label full spectrum dominance implies that
US forces are able to conduct prompt, sustained, and synchronized operations with combinations of forces
tailored to specific situations and with access to and freedom to operate in all domains – space, sea, land, air,
and information.”[112]  A number of military exercises, such as Eligible Receiver and Solar Sunrise have
demonstrated that attacks on military information infrastructure can be made successfully.[113]
{54}         While it seems clear that the Internet itself has become part of the underlying battle space,[114] and
subject to being threatened, it is not clear the degree to which control over the A root is also a strategic asset. 
For example, the degree to which military operations, including the “digitized battlefield,”[115] depend upon
use of the DNS is unknown.  Are e-mails, for example, encrypted or not, part of the present or future national
defense operations?  Given that the importance of the DNS is not sufficiently known it is not surprising that
control over the DNS would be viewed as critical.
{55}         Recently the Energy and Commerce Committee sent a letter to Secretary Donald L. Evans of DoC in
response to Lynn’s ICANN reform proposal which confirmed that the control over the root is regarded as a
threat to national security.  The letter said:
{56}         Finally, we want to strongly reiterate our support for continued Department of Commerce
control over the so-called "A-root" server.  We believe that any assumption of control over that asset
by any outside entity would be contrary to the economic and national security interests of the United
States.[116]
{57}         Similarly, New.net suggests in its proposal to reform ICANN that, “the U.S. Government would be
responsible for making all policy decisions regarding the legacy DNS root,”[117] and that “[b]y maintaining
control over the legacy DNS root, the United States could be assured that its national interests are
protected.”[118  This point of view certainly would receive backing from traditional military reasoning which
would demand that the U.S. “[e]stablish and control cyber superiority (or supremacy). Never cede control
over the battle space to an adversary.”[119]  Therefore, on this view, it is unlikely that the U.S. would
voluntarily concede power over the DNS.
{58}         U.S. control over the DNS may itself be used as a U.S. strategic military advantage as opposed to the
target of a threat.  For example, the U.S. could have decided not to create a country code for Palestine in view
of its apparent support of Israel’s interests against  Palestinian aspirations for sovereignty.  Or it could decide
to extend the U.N. embargo against Iraq into cyberspace by deleting the Iraq .iq ccTLD.[120]  The more
integrated the DNS becomes with “real-world” services, the more control over such services is ceded to
whoever controls the DNS.
{59}         Of course, if the DNS is vital to the national security of the United States, then parity of reasoning
suggests that it is vital to every other country as well.  Therefore, the national security arguments that the
United States military and governmental officials have advanced favoring U.S. control over the DNS apply
equally well to the interests of other nations.  To the extent that the control over the root may be a national
security concern to the U.S., it is also a concern to every other country with regard, at the very least, to its
ccTLD.
F. Critical Infrastructure
{60}         Critical Infrastructures are systems whose incapacity or destruction would have a debilitating impact
on the defense or economic security of a nation. These include: telecommunications, electrical power
systems, gas and oil, banking and finance, transportation, water supply systems, government services and
emergency services.[121] The Internet is increasingly becoming a universal platform on which such critical
infrastructure depends and is, therefore, itself a critical infrastructure.
{61}         A central concern is to ensure that the Internet is protected from threats.  The President's Commission
on Critical Infrastructure Protection concentrated on threats to the information infrastructure. It noted that:
Threats to the Internet are of primary concern because we are becoming increasingly
dependent on it for communications—including government and military communications—
for commerce, for remote control and monitoring of systems, and for a host of other uses;
because our ability to understand its full impact on society seems unable thus far to keep up
with its explosive growth; and because it is inherently insecure.[122]
Malicious attacks on DNS servers can result in "falsified" DNS responses that divert or hijack traffic to
counterfeit web pages and misdirect e-mail.[123]  The widespread use of DNS data caches by ISPs and
lower-level networks allows attackers to engage in cache poisoning and cache spoofing to accomplish similar
results.  As a result of these and other deficiencies in the original DNS specification, the Internet Engineering
Task Force (“IETF”) has been working on a set of security-enhancing tools, known collectively as DNS
Security (“DNSSEC”).[124]  DNSSEC uses public key cryptography to verify the authenticity of DNS data.
[125]  DNSSEC essentially facilitates a chain of trust starting with the root name servers and proceeding
through the hierarchical resolution of a domain name.[126]  At each zone in the DNS, the information is
electronically signed and, when received by others, the signature of the upper level zone is verified using an
associated public encryption key.[127]  
{62}         There is a more basic security problem.  Due to the hierarchical nature of the DNS, the root name
server system is the most vulnerable component of the DNS.  The simplest form of attack is an attack on any
of the thirteen root domain servers.  The recent distributed denial of service attack on the root name servers
showed that, although global reachability and packet loss was affected, the network withstood the attack.
[128] There is some discrepancy of opinion, however, regarding the degree of resiliency of the root name
servers. ICANN claims that, given that the name servers are widely geographically distributed, it is unlikely
that all root name servers would be damaged by an attack, environmental crisis or catastrophe. 
{63}         In terms of load, it has been estimated, given the amount of current traffic each individual root name
server receives, that root name service can function with little to no disruption when 40% of the name servers
are offline.  Therefore, should a significant catastrophe or attack occur, the diversity of location will permit
the root name server system to continue operation while the disrupted name servers are restored.[129]  Others
do not agree.  According to Paul Vixie, one of the developers of BIND, "[t]he Internet is very fragile. . . [I]t
would be very easy for an angry teenager with a $300 computer to create almost unlimited pain for anyone on
the Internet and not get caught."[130]  It has been suggested by the U.S. National Research Council in an
exhaustive study that Internet growth rates will soon outstrip the ability of processing speed of root servers to
adequately deal with the number of naming requests.[131]
 
VII. DECLARING ccTLD INDEPENDENCE
A. Political Independence
{64}         In order to diminish the risks associated with foreign control over ccTLDs, countries need to gain
control over their own ccTLD.  The solution proposed here differs from solutions that have been formerly
proposed.  One solution is to include country representation in ICANN on the basis that countries have some
form of property interest in ccTLDs.  GAC, for example, grounds national interests in the purported fact that
ccTLDs are national resources.[132]  The flaw in this proposal is that it ignores the U.S. ownership and
control over the legacy A root server and the consequent private nature of the DNS.[133]  The control of the
A root server by DoC entails that neither ICANN itself, nor its members or directors ultimately control
ccTLDs.  The claim that ccTLDs are public resources ignores the brute fact that ccTLDs are delegated
subdomains of a private U.S. government controlled domain space.
{65}         Another proposal takes its cue from analogous proposals regarding the problem of privatization in
global commerce. On such a view, ICANN’s failure[134] is a symptom of a general problem of
globalization.  Barber puts the general problem as follows:
The difficulty nation-states have with globalization comes not just from the force of what is
happening in the international arena but from ideological developments within nation-states.
The push toward privatization is bipartisan. This is not decentralization -- the devolution of
power down the democratic public ladder to provinces, municipalities, and neighbourhoods --
but de-democratization, the shifting of concentrated power at the highest levels from public to
private hands. Power shifted from authorities that were hierarchical but also public,
transparent, and accountable, to authorities that remain hierarchical but are private, opaque,
and undemocratic.[135]
{66}         On Barber’s account, there are two competing solutions to the problems of accountability of
international institutions such as ICANN.  One is to attempt to democratize international institutions and
markets through the creation of a “transnational civil society.”[136]  This effort is led by individuals
attempting to create a transnational civic space within which international institutions are accountable.  The
call for the DNS to be operated by the International Telecommunications Union, which is subject to the
existing international telecommunications regime, is an example of this type of solution within the context of
the DNS. 
{67}         A second solution recognizes that international institutions, whether the United Nations, International
Monetary Fund, World Trade Organization, are the creation of national governments and hence should be
controlled by national governments.  Barber again puts the latter point well:
National sovereignty is said to be a dying concept, but it is a long way from dead. Sovereign
nations remain the locus of democratic society and the only viable powers capable of
opposing, subduing, and civilizing the anarchic forces of the global economy. International
civil society, the emerging global alternative to the world markets, needs the active support of
sovereign states for its fragile new institutions to have even a modest impact.[137]
{68}         Our solution attempts, first, to reassert sovereignty over ccTLDs because national control over
individual ccTLDs ensures national participation, accountability and visibility. Secondly, once individual
nation states are in control of their own ccTLDs, multilateral negotiations can take place to create a
regulatory framework within which individual nations can recognize each others domains.   This reassertion
of sovereignty over ccTLDs attempts to provide a form of internationalization of the A root called for by the
White Paper that would be sensitive to the sovereign interests of the U.S., as well as those of foreign
countries, and creates a framework of greater accountability in which technical management of the DNS can
operate.
{69}         This change of control may be done either with the cooperation of the U.S. government or without it. 
If it is done with its cooperation, the political nature of the change will be analogous to the patriation of a
constitution of a colony.  On such a conception, the architecture of the DNS is analogized to the constitutional
documents of physical space.[138]  On the patriation model, it is mutually agreed by the U.S. and nation
states that the de facto technological authority of the DoC to decide who is an authoritative national root - and
thereby influence policymaking - be shared by modifying the DNS structural hierarchy in favor of national
control over ccTLDs.
{70}         Alternatively, if the U.S. does not recognize the authority of nations over their own ccTLDs and
cooperate in modifying the DNS architecture, then the change of control could be accomplished through a
process analogous to the U.S. Declaration of Independence.  In that scenario, nations would refuse to
recognize the authority of the A root name server. Just as the U.S. Declaration of Independence emerged in a
battle over untapped common resources in the “new” world, the struggle over DNS resources is a struggle for
resources in the new “cyberworld.”  The Declaration of Independence asserted that the Colonies of British
America be free from control of Britain and form a confederation of states. But in order to achieve a similar
freedom for ccTLDs, nations must be freed from the hierarchical technology inherent in the DNS architecture
and create a system recognizing national control over ccTLDs.
{71}         Such a Declaration of ccTLD Independence may appear to put nations at odds with the apparent U.S.
foreign policy of colonizing cyberspace.  In fact, however, sharing control of the A root better meets the
requirements of U.S. foreign policy as contained in the DNS White Paper than other proposals.  According to
the White Paper, the creation of ICANN was an experiment in global governance through the creation of a
private entity which would permit international input into the technical coordination of the DNS, while at the
same time recognizing the importance of U.S. interests in maintaining its sovereignty over the root.[139] By
sharing control over ccTLDs, each country maintains its control over its own ccTLD while divesting a
substantial amount of U.S. control over the DNS.
{72}         Barber’s account of the problems of privatization is remarkably similar to independent critiques of
ICANN, by Boyle Froomkin and others, which tends to confirm the present analysis.  While one of ICANN’s
main rationales was supposed to be an increase in accountability,[140] a consequence of the privatization of
the DNS is that the state can use “privatized enforcement and state-backed technologies to evade some of the
practical and constitutional restraints on the exercise of legal power over the Internet.”[141] 
{73}         Moreover, a government can achieve regulatory ends, often without suffering the political
consequences that the same ends, pursued directly, would yield.  In other words, the state can indirectly
govern, and impose its agenda upon by simply employing private parties to do indirectly that which it is
forbidden to accomplish directly.[142] It is in this respect that Froomkin has argued that the delegation of
power by the U.S. government to ICANN to manage the DNS was illegal.[143] Boyle has questioned the
survival of the doctrine in modern times, but has, nonetheless, called for a digital non-delegation doctrine
prohibiting certain types of government delegation of power.[144] 
{74}         Following Foucault, Boyle noticed that the method of regulation by code on the Internet is a form of
discipline.[145]  On this view, regulation by the architecture of DNS makes such regulation invisible and
automatic.  It provides a method of individuating registrants and encoding them into a network whose
behaviour can thereafter be monitored.  Boyle notes that if we understand the methods of “surveillance . . .
which presupposes a tightly knit grid of material coercion” rather than an overbearing sovereign who can rule
only as far as his/her sword reaches, then we might understand the indirect and hidden regulability of the
Internet.[146]   This hidden regulability can also allow non-state actors to achieve influence through
influence over the “grid of coercion.” For example, the recent threat by ICANN to terminate Verisign’s
contract to manage the .com because it is not ensuring the accuracy of registrant information[147] is
grounded in the concern of trademark interests, and others, to be able to know the identity of domain name
holders for litigation purposes.
{75}         Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this paper (and the expertise of the authors) to provide a full
technical explanation of how to achieve technical independence.  However, a very short summary should
suffice for the purposes of this paper.   
B. Technical Independence
{76}         The ability to declare independence of ccTLDs hinges on the fact that it is possible to create alternate
roots.[148]  More correctly, alternate roots already exist and operate without disrupting the stability of the
DNS.  It has been maintained that alternate roots “provide an important check on abuses or bad economic
policies of the dominant root operator.”[149]  As Mueller has further argued, banning alternative roots is
“inadvisable [or it] may not even be possible.”[150]  These inclusive alternate roots have the information
from the A root and alternative TLDs.[151]
{77}         Ironically, the source of the authority of the A root server and those who control it is the fact that it is
accepted as an authority by the Internet community.  In particular, it is accepted as an authority by major ISPs
throughout the world.  Those ISPs and their name servers are in turn recognized as authoritative by individual
computer users.  In order to achieve independence, then, there is a need to renounce the authority of ICANN
and the A root server.  In fact, the U.S. government power over the DNS via its A root will and can continue
only as long as the other twelve Secondary Root Servers copy and rely on the A root.
{78}         One method of attaining independence begins with “enlarging the root.”  In order to accomplish this,
it should be recognized that the legacy DNS is not physically hierarchical.  There is a unique root only in a
logical or virtual sense.[152]  For, while the A root server is technically a root for those servers that accept it
as authoritative, other servers accept one or more of the other thirteen root servers as authoritative.  Thus,
individual nations can take it upon themselves to enlarge the root by creating an additional authoritative root
server.  The national government could then require domestic ISPs to recognize the national root as
authoritative.  Essentially, instead of relying on the idea of an authoritative root which is controlled by an
independent entity, each country retains authority for its own domain.  In this sense, the national government
would have control over its own root.  As mentioned, however, present technical limitations limit the root to
thirteen servers.  The issue that then arises is whether the national root will recognize the A root as
authoritative.
{79}         A second step involves splitting the root.[153]  This step requires that the national authority no longer
recognizes the A root as an authority.  Instead national roots may directly recognize other national roots as
authoritative peers.  This peer-to-peer approach can be extended to other name servers as well.  Currently, if a
local name server cannot provide the answer to a query, such as donaldduck.com, the query is sent to the root
which returns the address of the authoritative server for the .com domain.  On a peer – to - peer account, each
name server would point to the 243 ccTLD root servers as authoritative for ccTLDs and the thirteen Legacy
root servers (or the fourteen gTLD servers) as authoritative for gTLDs.  Therefore, if someone in Switzerland
looked for www.google.de, the resolver would query its local name server as to where it should go and,
failing a response, the local name server would direct the query to the German .de root server which then
would resolve the query.[154]   Apparently, major ISPs already cache the addresses of the TLD registries in
order to avoid accessing the root as often as without such caching.[155]  We wish to extend this system to
national roots as well.[156]
{80}         This proposal to share the A root assists with the problem of lessening single points of failure and
increases the scalability of the DNS.  Two common methods are used to increase the scale of DNS services:
caching and server replication.[157]  Caching is a technique allowing frequently accessed names to be cached
on a local name server. Replication is a method of distributing databases to multiple name servers.  For
example, replication could allow for a root server to provide several ccTLD (such as .uk, .ca, or .de) name
server addresses.  Likewise, a name server could provide for the addresses of several root servers. 
Unfortunately, the names and address of root servers under the current DNS protocol must fit into a single
512–byte packet and this limits the number of root servers to thirteen.[158]  After reaching its maximum
number of servers, the only method to increase the load of the root is to boost the capacity and processing
power of the root servers.  It appears that there must be an effort to enlarge the number of root servers in
order to cope with increased DNS queries.
{81}         Perhaps a form of a single physical international root listing all the addresses of authoritative ccTLD
servers would emerge, but such a root would not likely be controlled by a single country and would not be
authoritative.  For example, such a root may be a database with shared access rights according to which each
country is able to exclusively manage its information regarding the authoritative ccTLD address.  This
method of a p2p-based DNS for ccTLDs would allow each country a choice whether to participate or not.
[159]  A non-participating country would continue to recognize the legacy root.
VIII. CONCLUSION
{82}         This paper has argued that the United States possesses significant powers over the DNS because of its
control over the A root.  This power is due to the fact that the DNS is hierarchical in its operation and that
Internet users, including individuals, secondary roots, registries, and ISPs accept the authority of the U.S.
over the A root.  With this control over the DNS come risks, for countries and registries alike, of increasing
extraterritorial influence over domestic policies.  These risks reveal the subtle political influences that
technology, and those who control it, have over domestic laws and policies. 
{83}         Emerging national concerns of sovereignty over their own ccTLDs have not been met by the
privatization of the DSN. Placing the management of the DNS in ICANN’s hands has further decreased the
ability of most nations to control domestic policies affected by the DNS. In order to acquire greater control of
the DNS, nations must refuse to recognize the authority of ICANN and the A root server.  Instead, the
authority over the A root should be shared by a mutual acknowledgment that nations are authoritative for
their respective ccTLDs.  Such sharing will require increasing the root server system to include national DNS
roots and the introduction of a peer-to-peer protocol into the DNS.
{84}         On this approach, multilateral collaboration is required to create a new DNS political framework and
computer architecture, including protocols, standards, and uniform policies within which mutual recognition
of national ccTLD authorities can exist.   Such collaboration would ensure that an international DNS policy
organization or framework would be accountable to sovereign nations. Sovereign domains would ensure that
the power over national policy and law is retained by the country itself and not invisibly housed in
technology controlled by a foreign entity.
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